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formation of concepts, by observing the fol-
lowing principles:
 (1)	There   is   a   vital   connection   between
sensation,   perception   and   the   formation   of
concepts.    The child's success in forming- class
ideas  depends upon the  care with which he
has acquired individual ideas.
 (2)	The   child   should   be   trained   to   form
clear and correct concepts early in life, since
the time soon comes when ideas of individual
objects obtained through perception will not
be sufficient for his needs,  and he will have
to  draw upon the idea earlier acquired as a
basis  of  comparison,   in   order  that  he   may
correctly classify his knowledge.   If his early
concepts are correct, his classification will be
much more accurate  than  if these  concepts
are false.
 (3)	Concrete illustrations are necessary to
enable children to form correct concepts, and
these should be chosen with care.  They should
bring   before   the   child   the   idea   which   he
should obtain and should be clear and pointed.
 (4)	One should  always  be   able   to  change
his  concepts  into  images   of the  Individuals
for which the concept stands.   In other words,
one should be able to apply his general no-
tions to individual cases.    If he is not able to
do this, his concepts are not clear.    Much of
the    difficulty   which    pupils    experience    in
arithmetic,    grammar    and    other    branches
arises from their inability to image their con-
cepts,  or,  in other -words, to apply the prin-
ciples and rules which they have  learned to
the solution  of problems presented  to  them.
This difficulty can usually be avoided if con-
cepts are formed through observation.
Related    Articles.    Consult    the    following
titles for additional information:
Abstraction
Inductive Method
Judgment
Methods of Teaching
Perception
Thought
CONCERTINA, kon sur te'nah, a musi-
cal instrument, an improved form of the ac-
cordion (which see). It is composed of a
bellows, with two faces or ends, generally
polygonal in shape, on which are placed the
various stops, or studs. By the action of
these, when they are manipulated by the
performer's fingers, air is admitted to me-
tallic reeds, which produce the sounds.
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CONCH
CONCH, Jconk, a trop-
ical mollusk having a
heavy spiral shell. In
the East Indies the shell
of one species is perfo-
rated at the tip, fitted
•with a mouth-piece and
used as a musical instru-
ment. In the United
States and Europe conch
shells are ground for
mse in porcelain manu-
facture. Cameos are sometimes cut from
 these shells, and buttons also are made from
them. The egg1 cases of the conch are known
as "sea necklaces," as they resemble leathery
disks strung on a cord.
CONCLAVE, the assembly of the Roman
Catholic cardinals for the election of a Pope.
A faro-thirds vote is necessary for an elec-
tion. The cardinals meet in a part of the
Vatican which has been divided into several
small apartments. After the first day they
are locked in and are allowed no communi-
cation with the outer world till after the
election takes place. Even the food, passed
through a window, is thoroughly examined
that no letters or notes may reach the mem-
bers of the Sacred College. See sacked col-
lege; pope.
CONCORD, battle of. See lexington,
battle of.
CONCOEB, mass., a town of Middlesex
County, occupying an important place in
American historical and literary annals.
Here, at Concord Bridge, April 19, 1775,
the first shots of the American Revolution
were fired, and a monument on the bank of
the river marks where two English soldiers
fell. It is also famous as the home of Ralph
Waldo Emerson, Hawthorne, Thoreau and
Louisa M. Alcott; Orchard House, the home
of the authoress, is an interesting land-
mark. Another point of interest is beautiful
Sleepy Hollow Cemetery, where Thoreau,
Emerson and Hawthorne are buried. Con-
cord is twenty miles northwest of Boston, on
the Concord and Sudbury rivers* Popula-
tion, 1930, 7,477*
COKCORD, K H., the capital of the state,
its third city in size, and the county seat of
Merrimac County, seventy-five miles north-
west of Boston, on the Merrimae River and
on the Boston & Maine Railroad. The note-
worthy buildings include the statehouse, the
Federal building, the courthouse, the state
insane asylum and the state library. Saint
Paul's School for boys and Saint Mary's
School for girls are located here. The quar-
rying of granite in the vicinity is the lead-
ing industry. Concord was founded in 1725
as Pennacook, and it was incorporated as
Rumford eight years later, but was renamed
Concord in 1765 and incorporated as a city
in 1853. The town suffered greatly from an
Indian massacre in 1746. Population, 1920,
22,167; in 1930, 25,228,
CONCORDANCE, an index in which all
the important words of any work are ar%

